By-Elections to fill one seat in the Academic Staff Constituency
A by-election will be held to elect one member of Academic Staff (excluding Professors) to the Governing Authority.

The dedicated seat for the male category was not filled in the January 2021 elections and therefore nominees in this constituency must be male.

Eligible to run for nomination: Permanent or full-time male staff of the grades listed below on 1 September 2021

Eligible to vote: Staff of the grades listed below on 1 October 2021

- Senior Lecturer
- Lecturer Above the Bar
- Lecturer Below the Bar
- Clinical Lecturer
- Lecturer Fixed Term
- University Teacher
- University Fellow (Teaching & Research)
- University Fellow
- Researcher
- Part Time Teaching Assistant
- Demonstrator/Tutor
- Administrator/Tutor
- Social Care Tutor
- Feidhmeanach Aistriuchain / Tearmaiochta
- Feidhmeanach Riomhareachta
- Feidhmeanach Aistriuchain
- Practice Education Coordinator

The detailed Election Regulations for the election of Academic Staff are set out [here](#)